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Introduction
THE study of topologies on X x Y is motivated by some outstanding
deficiencies of the cartesian, that is the usual, topology on the product
of spaces. (Throughout this paper all spaces will be assumed to be
Hausdorff.)
Firstly, the cartesian product of identification maps is not, in general,
an identification map. As a consequence certain natural products such
as the join and smash product which are formed as identifications of
cartesian products, turn out to be non-associative [cf. (4)]. Further,
the cartesian product of locally uncountable CW-complexes is not a
CW-complex, and this is a difficulty in an important application of these
complexes: to the singular complex of a space.
Secondly, the cartesian topology does not behave well in considering
maps from, rather than into, 1 x 7 . One example of this, the exponential law for function spaces, will be discussed in detail in a sequel to
this paper (1) (the difficulty here is, however, not usually traced to the
product topology). Another, and similar, example is the use made by
Bourbaki in (2) of 'fonctions hypocontinues', which are simply bilinear
functions X X Y-> Z, continuous in some topology on X x F other than
the cartesian.
Now there are indefinitely many natural product topologies [of. § 1].
There are also a surprising number which are relatively close to the cartesian product, have interesting and useful properties, and are in some
respects better than the cartesian.
Our main purpose is to prove the theorem:
THEOBEM 0.1. There are on the category of spaces at least ten •natural
products which are associative and have the same compact subsets as the
cartesian product. These products are distinct in general.

Included among these products is the cartesian product itself, and
the weak product discussed by Spanier in (8). The eight other products
we call the extraordinary products. They lie between the cartesian and
the weak product in the usual partial ordering of topologies on a set.
Quart. J. Math. Oxford (2), 14 (1963), 303-19.
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AB examples where improvements on the cartesian product are obtained, we shall prove the theorems:
4.8. Two of the extraordinary products have the property:
iff: P -*• Xisan identification map, then for any Y, fx I: Px F-> Xx Y
is an identification map.
THEOREM

0.2. The extraordinary products, and the weak product, make
the product of CfW'-complexes a CW'-complex.
THEOBEM

The latter result was well known for the weak product.
Theorem 0.2 is a special case of the result that the extraordinary
products coincide with the weak product on the category of A-spaces.
Hence the category of i-spaces has a convenient product (namely the
weak product) and in (1) we shall show the importance of this category
for homotopy theory.
It may turn out that the category of i-spaces is adequate and convenient for all purposes of topology. In this case the extraordinary
products will lose their interest. At present, their introduction is justified by the applications of some of them [cf. also (1)] and by their close
interrelationship.
This paper rests on the properties of weak topologies discussed in § 1.
§ 2 resumes known results on ^-spaces and the weak product. § 3 defines
the extraordinary products and proves their simpler properties. § 4 is
concerned with conditions for the products to coincide, and with the
proof of associativity and Theorem 4.8. § 5 uses a result proved in § 6
to show that the products are distinct in general.
1. Weak topologies
Let E be a cover of a space X; the elements of 2 are to be taken as
subspaces rather than just subsets, of X.
DEFINITION 1.1. A set C £ X is closed (open) in the 'weak topology
with respect to £ ' if and only if C n S is closed (open) in S for each S e S .
The set X with this topology is written X%.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Each S e 2 retains its own topology in X^: that is,
the inclusion S -> X L is a homeomorphism into. In particular, if X e 2,
then X = Z 2 .
PROPOSITION

1.3. 2 is a cover of X r by svbspaces, and

PROPOSITION 1.4. The topology of Z s is larger than that of X: that is,
the identity X% ->• X is continuous.
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1.5. A function f: Xz -*• Y is continuous if and only if
is continuous for each 8 e 2.
These propositions follow immediately from the definition.
For each 8 of 2, let
PROPOSITION

f\S

P(8) = {(S,x):xeS},

P(2) = [J P(S).

Let a: P ( 2 ) - * X be defined by a(S,x) = x, and let P(2) have the
topology that each P(8) is open and closed in P(2) and a | P(8) is a
homeomorphism onto S.
PROPOSITION 1.6. a: P(2) -*• X L is an identification map.
The proof is easy. This proposition says that the weak topology with
respect to 2 is exactly the identification topology with respect to a,
and this gives a handy method of proving that a space has the weak
topology. [This method is due to Cohen (3).]
Another consequence of Proposition 1.6 is the theorem:
THEOREM 1.7. Let I,,?,'be covers of X, X'respectively.
Letf:X->X'
be a function such that for each SofT, (i) there is an 8' of £' such that
f(8) £ 8', and (ii) /1 S is continuous. Then f: X L -*• X£. is continuous.
Proof. For each S e 2 we choose an 8' such that/(£) £ S', and define
/ ' : P(S) -+ P(S') byf'(S,x) = (S'Jx). The following diagram is commutative
P(E) -L+ P(S')

Since a is an identification map, / is continuous.
COROLLARY 1.8. Let 2, 2 ' be covers of X. If 2 is a refinement of 2',
then the identity X% -> Xx., is continuous. If also 2 ' is a refinement of 2,
then Xz = Xv.
Now let 2 be a cover of X, and let A c X. The restriction of 2 to
A is the cover of A,

T,\A = {SnA:

SeZ}.

So we can form the space ASA. On the other hand, A with its relative
topology as a subset of X^ determines a space Az, say.
PROPOSITION 1.9. The identity Azu -*• Az is continuous. If A and
each SofZis closed in X, then AZ]A = A& and Azis a closed subspace

ofXz.
8696.2.14

X
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Proof. By Theorem 1.7, the inclusion AziA -> Xz is continuous.
Hence the identity AVA -> Az is continuous. Thus the topology of
AXIA is not smaller than that of Az, and we now prove that, under the
given assumptions, it is not larger.
Let C £ A be closed i n - 4 ^ . Then for each S of 2, CnS =
CnSnA
is closed in S n A and hence in S. So C is closed in Xz, and hence C
is closed in Az. Thus - ^ . j ^ = Az.
Similarly C = ASA is closed in Xz; hence Az is a closed subspace
OfZj;.
DEFINITION 1.10. Let 3C be a category of spaces. A 'natural cover on
2E' is a function S assigning to each space X in 9£ a cover S(X) of X and
such that, for each map f: X -> Yin 2£ and each S in 2(X), (i) there is an
S' in S( T) such that f (8) £ S'; (ii) /1 S is continuous.

If E is a natural cover, we write Xs for X^^x)- ^7 Theorem 1.7, if
/ : X -*• Y is map in 3C, then / : Xz -> Yz is continuous. This map is
sometimes written / £ .
Examples 1.11. The following are natural covers on the category of
all spaces and continuous maps:
(i) S(Z) = {X};

(ii) I.(X) = {{x}:xeX};
(iii) ~£(X) = #(X), the set of compact subsets of X;
(iv) S(X) is the set of connected subsets of X.
For many categories 3C, natural covers on HE can be constructed by
the method of the universal example. A space TJra.SC and a set S^
of subspaces of U are chosen. For any X, S(Z) consists of the sets
f(S) for all S in I,v and all maps / : U-+X. Clearly S(Z) satisfies the
strong naturality condition that, if g: X ->• I7"is a map, and S e S(X),
then g(S) e S( Y). However, some conditions on 2£ are necessary to
ensure that S(X) is a cover of X: it is enough, for example, that all
constant maps are in SC.
We remark finally that, if {2 f } le/ is a family of natural covers on 2E,
then their union 2 denned by

is again a natural cover on 2E.

2. ^-spaces
The main purpose of this section is to collect together for ease of
reference some known facts on A-spaces.
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A k-space is a space X such that X = X<g\ that is, afc-spaceis a space
which has the weak topology with respect to the family of compact
subspaces.
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) X and X<g have the same compact subsets, (ii) X<g
is a k-space, (iii) X<g has the largest topology with the same compact subsets
as X.

Proof, (i) X<g has a larger topology than that of X, and so
By Proposition 1.2, 'g'(X) c
(ii) This follows from (i) and the definition of weak topologies.
(iii) Let X' have the same compact subsets as X. It is sufficient to
prove that these compact subsets are the same spaces in X as in X'.
For then the identity 1: X -> X' is continuous on compact subspaces,
and so 1: Xcg -> X' is continuous.
The closed subsets of a compact space are the compact subsets.
Hence the closed subsets of a compact subspace of X' are the same as
the closed subsets of the corresponding compact subspace of X: that is,
the compact subsets of X and X' coincide as spaces.
Now ^ is a natural cover. So Proposition 2.1 (ii) implies that #
determines a functor from spaces to fc-spaces. This functor will be
written k.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If X is locally compact, or satisfies the first axiom
of countability, then X is a k-space.
This is Theorem 7.13 of (7).
PROPOSITION 2.3. Any CTW-complex is a k-space (10). / / K, L are
QW-complexes, then k(K x c L)t ** a CW-complex.
For proofs, see (8) [§ 2].
PROPOSITION 2.4. A closed subspace of a k-space is a k-space. A quotient space of a k-space is a k-space.
The first part follows from Proposition 1.9. For a proof of the second
part, see (4) [(1.81)] (we must assume, of course, that the quotient space
is Hausdorff).
Examples of spaces which are not fc-spaces are a little hard to find.
Ex. 7.J of (7) outlines a proof that arbitrary subspaces and arbitrary
products of i-spaces are not 4-spaces. A stronger result than the latter is
PROPOSITION 2.5. There are k-spaces K, L such that KxcL
is not a
k-space.
t Kx0L

denotes the cartesian product space of K and L.
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Proof. Dowker in (5) has given an example of CW-complexes K, L
such that KxcL is not a CW-oomplex. Proposition 2.3 shows firstly
that K, L are ^-spaces, and secondly that K X c L ^ k(K X c L).
This last proposition shows that the cartesian product does not define
a product in the category Jf of ifc-spaces. The 'correct' product in Jf
is in fact the weak product.
DEFINITION

2.6. The 'weak product' of spaces X, Yis the space
XxwY=k(XxcY).

2.7. XxwY has the weak topology with respect to the
for all compact subsets A of X, B of Y.
Proof. This.follows from Corollary 1.8 since each AxcB is compact, and any compact subset of X X c Y is contained in the compact
product of its projections.

PROPOSITION
family {AXQB},

PROPOSITION 2.8. For any X, Y,

XxwY=

k(X)xwk{Y).

Proof. The identity 1: k(X) X c H Y) -> X X c Y is continuous, and
hence so is 1: k(X) X w k( Y) -»• X x w Y.
The identity l : I x c Y-* k(X) x ck( Y) is continuous on A XcB for
each compact subset A of X, B of Y. By Theorem 1.7 and Proposition
2.7, \:XxwF->
k{X)X wk{ Y) is continuous. Hence
XxwY=k(X)xwk(Y).
PBOPOSITION 2.9. The weak product is associative and commutative,
and the projections Xxw Y-+ X, Xx w Y-*- Yare continuous.
Proof. The only non-trivial part is associativity. By Proposition 2.8,

Xxw(YxwZ)

= Xxw(YxcZ)

=

k(XxcYxcZ),

and similarly (XxwY)xwZ = k{XxcYxcZ).
We may ask for conditions on X, Ythat XxwY = XxcY. In one
direction there is an easy result:
PROPOSITION 2.10. If Xxr/Y=
XxcY, then X and Yare k-spaces.
Proof. Let y e Y. Then X is homeomorphic to X X o{y}, which is
a closed subspace of the i-space XxcY. So X is a 4-space. Similarly
Y is a fc-space.
Only incomplete results are known in the other direction. The following theorem seems to cover all known cases:
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2.11. XxwY=
Xxc Yif (i) X and Y satisfy thefirstaxiom
of countability, or (ii) X and Y are k-spaces one of which is locally compact, or (iii) X and Y are CW-complexes one of which is locallyfinite,or
(iv) X and Y are locally countable CW-complexes.
THEOREM

In case (i), X x o 7 also satisfies the first axiom of countability, and
so is a k-sp&ce by Proposition 2.2. Case (iii) is a special case of (ii)
which is due to Cohen (3). In case (iv) it was proved by Dowker [(6) § 8]
that XXcYis a CW-complex. Hence XxcY= XxwYbj
Proposition 2.3.
3. Product topologies
Let 3T be the category whose objects are the cartesian products
XxcY for all spaces X, Y, and whose maps are fxcg for all continuous maps /, g. Let 2 be a natural cover on 9£. Then 2 determines
a product Xx-^Yoi spaces by the rule
This product is natural in the sense that, if/: X -*• X', g: Y-*- Y' are
continuous, then the product map fxzg: X X L Y-*- X' x % Y' is continuous.
The opposite of 2 is the natural cover S* on 2£ such that, for any
X

> Y'

X*(XxcY) = {T(U):

UeZ(YxcX)},

where T: YxcX -+XxcY is the natural map. Then 2* defines a
product I x j . r , the opposite of the product X X s Y.
A product X X £ Yis commutative if for all X, Y, X X z Y = X x s . Y.

It is associative if for all X, Y, Z the natural map
is a homeomorphism.
In Table 3.1 we define ten natural covers on X. We abbreviate
2(X x c Y) to 2, X x c Y to X x Y, and the sets {a;}, {y} to x, y respectively. It is to be understood that x, y range over the elements, and
A, B over the compact subsets, of X, Yrespectively.
TABLE 3.1
W = {AxB}
C = {XxY}
P* = {AxB,xxY}
P *={AxB,Xxy)
R* = {AxY}
R = {XxB}
S* = {AxY,Xxy}
S = {XxB,xxY}
Q = {AxB,xxY,Xxy}
T = {AxY,XxB}
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These natural covers define ten natural products, which, by Corollary
1.8, are related by the following diagram of continuous identity maps:

XxcY
DIAGRAM 3.2

The products XxwY, XxcYare, of course, the weak and cartesian
products respectively. The eight other products we call the extraordinary products.

There are other natural covers on the category #", but the author
has not found any which determine products that are associative, that
have the same compact subsets as the cartesian product, and that are
distinct from the products of Diagram 3.2.
The products XxwY, XXQY, XXTY, XXCY are commutative.
The other six products consist of three pairs of a product and its
opposite, but the proof that the products XxPY, Xx8Y are not commutative is non-trivial [cf. §§ 5, 6].
We now prove the easy part of Theorem 0.1, namely the proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.3. The extraordinary products and the weak product
have the same compact subsets as the cartesian product.

Proof. By Proposition 2.1 the weak and the cartesian product have
the same compact subsets. Since the extraordinary products lie between these two, the result follows.
PROPOSITION 3.4. The extraordinary products and the weak products
satisfy (i) the projections X X Y-> X, X X Y-*- Y are continuous, (ii) if
X', Y' are closed subspaces of X, Y respectively, then X'xY' is a closed
subspace of Xx Y.

Proof. The first part is clear from Diagram 3.2 since the projections
are continuous for the cartesian product.
The second part follows from Proposition 1.9 and the fact that the
natural covers 2 which determine the products all satisfy
S(X'xcF) = 2(Xxor)|(X'xoF).
The restriction to closed subspaces is essential here.
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We now give simple conditions for some of the products to coincide.
PROPOSITION 3.5. The 10 products of (3.2) coincide if and only if
XxcYis
a k-space.
The proof is clear. Conditions for X X c Yto be afc-spacewere given
in Theorem 2.11.
THEOREM 3.6. XxcY=
XxTY = XxsY=
XxRYif
Yis locally
compact. X x CY = I x TY = X XS-Y = X X R.Y ifXis locally compact.
Proof. We prove only the first statement, from which the second
follows. From Diagram 3.2, it is sufficient to prove that
XxcY= XxBY
if y i s locally compact.
We remark first that, if Y is compact, then XxcY=
XxRYby
definition of X X RFand Proposition 1.2. In general we know that the
topology of XXRYis
not smaller than that of XxcY, and we now
prove that it is not larger if Fis locally compact.
Let U be an open subset of XxRY, and let {x,y) e U; let V be a
compact neighbourhood of y. By the definition of X x R Y, U n (XxcV)
is open in X X CV. Since F is a neighbourhood of y, there are open sets
Ux in X, Uv in Fsuch that
(z,y)eUxxUv<= Un(XxcV)^ U
Hence U is open in X X c Y.
4. Identification m a p s
As before, when no confusion will arise, we abbreviate X X c Y to
1 x 7 . We recall that all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff.
The results of this section all depend on the following lemma, which
is a special case of Lemma 4 of (9):
LEMMA 4.1. If f: P -+ X is an identification map, and B is compact,
then fxcl: PXcB-*• XxcB is an identification map.
Thefirstuse we make of this lemma is to prove the theorems:
THEOREM 4.2. If Yis a k-space, then
(i)
XxTY=XxsY=XxBY,
(ii)
XxB.Y=XxQY=XxPY,
(iii) XxR.Y= XxP.Y=
XXWY.
THEOREM 4.3. If X is a k-space, then
(i)
XxTY=Xx8-Y=XxH.Y,
(ii)
Xx8Y=XxQY=XxP.Y,
(iii) XxRY = XxPY = XXWY,
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THEOBBM 4.4. If X and Y are k-spaces, then the extraordinary and
the weak products coincide.
Theorem 4.3 results from Theorem 4.2 by replacing each product by
its opposite. These two theorems together imply Theorem 4.4 of which
Theorem 0.2 of the Introduction is a special case.
In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we need the following lemma whose
proof is trivial:
LEMMA 4.5. Let X, Y be the union of disjoint subspaces Xa, Ya each
open and closed in X, Y respectively. Let a: X -> Ybe a function such
that (i) a{Xa) = Ya, (ii) a \ Xa: Xa -+ Ya is an identification map. Then a
is an identification map.
Proof of Theorem4.2 (i). I t is sufficient to prove XxTY = XxRY.
We recall that T is the cover {Ax Y,Xx B}, and R is the cover {X x B},
for all compact subsets A <= X, B £ Y. We abbreviate symbols such
as P({A X B}), where P is as in § 1, to P{A X B}.
Since any compact space can be embedded as a closed subspace of
a non-compact space, we may assume X is non-compact. This ensures
that the spaces P{X x B} and P{A x B} are disjoint. In the diagram

P{XxB}UP{AxB}
P{XxB}uP{AxY}
\°
XxTY,
a is the identification map of Proposition 1.6, ax is the identity, and a2

is defined by o2(AxB,z) = (AxY,z) (z e AxB).

It is sufficient to prove that tr2 i s a n identification map. For then,
by Lemma 4.5, a^ U a2 is an identification map, as is 0(0^ U a2). Hence
X X TY has the weak topology with respect to the family {X x B, A X B},
which refines,.and is a refinement of, R = {XxB}. So
-A. X y X == .2L X 22 •* •

Since Y is a jfc-space, there is an identification mapCT8:P{B} ->• Y.
For each fixed compact subset Ao £ X, o2\P{A0x B} may be identified
with 1 xCT8: AoXP{B] -+AoxY. Hence, by Lemma 4.1,
a2 I P{A0 X B}: P{A0 xB} + P{A0X Y]
is an identification map. By Lemma 4.5, a2 is an identification map.
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (ii). We give the proof in less detail than the
preceding.

It is sufficient to prove Xxs- Y= XxPY. Now S* = {AxY,Xx

{y}}.
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Since Yis a jfc-space, the method of the preceding proof shows that 8*
determines the same weak topology as {AxB, Xx {y}} = P. Hence
Ixs.T=IXp7.
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (iii). Since Fis afc-space,R* = {A X Y) determines the same weak topology as {A X B} = W: that is,
==
JL x R* y
x x jp .*.
THEOKBM 4.6. The extraordinary products are associative.

Proof. I give the proof for x G, and leave the similar proofs for the
other products to the reader.
In the following, let x, y, z range over the elements, and A, B, C
over the compact subsets, of X, Y, Z respectively. Let L range over
the compact subsets of Yx c Z. By Proposition 3.3, the compact Bubsets of Yx c % a r e *h" e compact subsets of Yx e Z, and so X X Q( Yx Q Z)
has the weak topology with respect to
I> = {AxL,xx(YxQZ), Xxyxz}.
By Corollary 1.8, 2 determines the same weak topology as
Sj = {AxBxC, xx{YxQZ), Xxyxz}.
The method of proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that S x determines the same
weak topology as
S2 = {AxBxC, xxyxZ,xx Yxz,xxBxC,XxyXz)
= {AxBxC,xxyxZ, xx Yxz, Xxyxz}.
A similar computation shows that (XXQY)XQZ
also has the weak
topology with respect to 2 a .
There are other associativity relations among the products. I state
two of these, and leave the reader to investigate the situation:
THEOREM 4.7. For all X, Y, Z, the natural maps
XxR.(YxBZ)^(XxR.Y)xRZ,
XXp.{YxsZ)^(XxP.Y)X8Z,
are homeomorphisms.
The proof is omitted.
THEOREM 4.8. Let f:P-+Xbean
identification map. For any Y,
fxRl: PxRY^XxRY,
fx8l: PXSY^XXSY
are identification
maps.
Proof. We prove first that h = fx R1 is an identification map. Let
U £ P x R Y be open and saturated with respect to h. We must prove
that h(U) is open in XxRY, i.e. th&t h(U) n (XxcB)iBOj>enw.XxoB
for each compact B e y ,
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Let B g Z Since h = fxl,
h(U)n (XxB) = h(Un(PxB)).
Let hB = h\PxB: PxcB^-XxcB.
Then
1
hB hB(Un(PxB)) = hB\h{XJ)n {XxB))
= Un(PxB).
Thus U n (P x B) is saturated with respect to Ag.
Let £ c Y be compact. Then AB is an identification map by Lemma
4.1. Also U n (PxcB) is open in P x c B and saturated with respect
tohB. Then
hB(U r\ (PxcB)) = h(U) n {XxcB)
is open i n l x c 5 . Therefore h(U) is open in XXRY.
To prove h' = / x s 1 an identification map, we start with ?7 £ P x s Y
open and saturated with respect to h'. Then U is open in P x B T a n d
saturated with respect to h. So h(U) = h'(U) is open i n I x B 7 . We
show that h'(U) is also open i n Z x s 7 .
For any pe P,
h' \pxcY: pxcY^fpxcY
is a homeomorphism. Now U D (p x c Y) is open in p X c Y; so
h'(U n\pxcY))is
open i n / ^ x c r . For any xeX, h'(U)n ( x x c r ) i s
the union of the sets h'( U n (p x c Y)) for all p e P such that f(p) = x.
Hence h'(U) n (xxcY) is open in xxcY. So h'(U) is open in XxsY,
and h' is an identification map.
Let/: P -> X and Ybe as in Theorem 4.8. By combining Theorem
4.8 with Theorems 3.5, 3.6, 4.2, and 4.3 we can obtain conditions that
fx 1 be an identification map for various natural products. For example,
if Y is locally compact, then fx c 1 is an identification map [a result
due to Cohen (4)]. I give only two other results, the first because it
is needed in (1) and the second because it seems to be a new result on
the cartesian product.
COROLLARY 4.9. Let f: P -> X, g: Q -» Ybe identification maps, and
let P and Q be kspaces. Thenfxwg\ PxwQ^ Xxw Yis an identification map.
COROLLARY 4.10. Letf: P -> X, g: Q -> Y be identification maps, and
let P, Q, X, Y satisfy the first axiom of countability. Then fxc9PXcQ -*• -^X C Yis an identification map.
Proof of CoroUary 4.9. By Proposition 2.4, X and Y are i-spaces.
By Theorem 4.4, PxwQ = PxRQ, XxwQ = XxRQ, and so, by
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Theorem 4.8, fxwl:
PxwQ -*• XxwQ
is an identification map.
Similarly \xwg: XxwQ->XxwYis
an identification map. Hence
fxwg = (\Xwg) o (fxw 1) is an identification map.
Proof of Corollary 4.10. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.9
since the given conditions on P, Q, X, Yimply PxwQ — PxcQ,
XxwT=XxcY.
We do not know if fx wg is an identification map for arbitrary P, Q.
The fact that fxcg is in general not an identification map is a consequence of Proposition 2.5.
Theorem 4.8 suggests the following question: Are there natural products such that the product of identification maps is an identification
map ? Two trivial examples of such products are those with the discrete,
and with the indiscrete, topologies.
Another such product is X x D Y, which has the weak topology with
respect to D = {xx Y, Xxy). This product is associative and commutative, but does not have the same compact subsets as the cartesian
product (the diagonal in XxDX has the discrete topology).
There are other natural products: for example that formed by the
cover {z x B, A x y) for x in X, y in Y, A in #(X), B in <g( Y). This product
is commutative but does not have the same compact subsets as the
cartesian product. We do not know if this product is associative.
5. The products are distinct
In § 6 we shall prove the theorem:
THEOREM

5.1. There are spaces X, Y such that X is compact and

Here, we use Theorem 5.1 to complete the proof of Theorem 0.1.
We prove the theorem:
THEOREM

5.2. The ten products of Diagram 3.2 are distinct in general.

The proof consists of a sequence of propositions:
PROPOSITION

5.3. There are spaces X, Y'such that XxcY=£

Proof. By Proposition 2.5, there are i-spaces X, 7 such that
is not a A-space. However, if X, Yore fc-spaces, so is X X T Y.
PROPOSITION 5.4. If any one of XxTY,
a k-space, then X and Y are h-spaces.

XxQY,

XxsY,

XxTY.
XxcY
Xxs.Yis

Proof. These products all coincide with XxcYit
X or Yhas only
one element. So, if one of these products is a &-space, then X x c{y},
{x} x c Y (x e X, y e Y) are also fc-spaces. Hence X and Y are ^-spaces.
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5.5. The three sets of spaces
51 =
{XxTY,Xxs.Y,XxR.Y},

52 =
Ss =
are disjoint in general.

{XxsY,XxQY,XxP.Y},
{XxRY,XxPY,XxwY}

Proof. Let X, 7be as in Theorem 5.1. Since X is compact,
JL X rp JL = A X g » I ^= -A X R* X,

XxsY=XxQY=XxP.Y,
XxRY = XxPY= XxwY.
Now Y is not afc-spacesince Xx8Y ^ XxTY, and so, by Proposition
5.4, the elements of #x and S2 are not A-spaces. But X X w Yis a i-space;
sofi^n£ 3 = £2 n£ 8 = 0. Also £j n £2 = 0 since I x g 7 # I x r 7 .
PROPOSITION 5.6. The three sets of spaces
{XxTY,XxsY,XxEY},
{Xxs.Y,XxQY,XxPY},
{XxR.Y,XxP.Y,XxwY}
are disjoint in general.
This follows from Proposition 5.5 on replacing each product by its
opposite.
Theorem 5.2 follows immediately from Propositions 5.3, 5.5, 5.6.
Remark. These results leave open a number of questions. For
example, i£XxTY=
XxsYfor all X, does it follow that Ymust be
a i-space?
6. Proof of Theorem 5.1
In the example of spaces X, Y such that Xx8Y ^ XxTY, X is
the 1-point compactification of a countable discrete space, and Y is the
function space RJ (with the compact-open topology), where R is the
real line and J is an uncountable discrete space. This example was
suggested by Ex. 7.J (b) of (7).
We note that the compact-open topology on RJ is the same as the
cartesian product topology, in which RJ is regarded as the product of
copies of R.
First we prove the lemma:
n

J

LEMMA 6.1. The set F £ R of functions taking only values 0, n and

having at most n zeros, is closed.
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n

Proof. Any g in the closure of F also can take only values 0, n; if g
has zeros at ilt..., im, then g has a neighbourhood

U = {f:fe if, - * </(»,) a , K r < m )
which does not meet Fn unlessTO^ n. Hence g e Fn, as asserted.
Let X = Z+ U {cu} be the 1-point compactification of the discrete
space Z+ of positive integers; since X is compact, XxTRJ
= XxBJ
by Theorem 3.6. So Theorem 5.1 will follow if we show that
Let Q £ X x RJ be the set

e =n€Zu
+

we prove the lemma:
J
LEMMA 6.2. Q is (i) closed in XxsR ,
and (ii) not closed in XxRJ.
J
In fact, in Xx R , Q = Qv {(cu, 0)}, where 0: J -*• R is the zero function.
The last statement is used to simplify the proof of (i).
Proof of Lemma 6.2 (ii). We first prove that (w, 0) e Q. For any
finite set A £ J, let <xn>A be the function whose values are 0, n and
whose zeros are the points of A; for n ^ cardinal A, antA e Fn, and
(n, a.ntA) e Q. Now any neighbourhood of (tu, 0) in X X RJ contains a
product set U X V, where U is a neighbourhood of w and V is a basic
neighbourhood of 0 of the type
V = {f:feRJ,f(a)eVaioraeA}
for some finite non-empty set A £ J and some neighbourhoods Va of 0
in R. Then U contains integers n > cardinal A, and, for such an n,
Thus (», 0)6 Q-Q.
Next we show that this is the only point in Q—Q, which clearly
cannot contain any (n,f) (n e Z+) since
is closed in {n}xRJ by Lemma 6.1. Also it is easily seen that for any
/ ^ 0 in RJ such that either
(i) / takes a value in R—(Z+ U {0}), or
(ii) / takes more than one value in Z+,
the point (w,/) has a neighbourhood disjoint from Q. Finally, if / ^ 0
takes the values 0, n only, then w has a neighbourhood not containing
n, a n d / h a s a neighbourhood disjoint from F™ for anyTO^ n, so that
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(w,/) again has a neighbourhood disjoint from Q. This completes the
proof of Lemma 6.2 except for 6.2 (i).
J
COEOLLAEY 6.3. The closure of Q in XxsR
is contained in
Qu{(w,0)}.
For the natural map Xx8BJ->• XxRJ
is continuous, and so
Q U {(u),0)} is closed i n l x s ^ .
Now a set C s X x s RJ is closed if and only if C meets each set of
the types {a;}xRJ, XxB in a closed set (in the cartesian topology),
where zeX and B is compact in BJ. Clearly
Q n ({co}xRJ) = 0,
Qn ({n}xBJ) = {n}xFn
are closed [Lemma 6.1]. Therefore Lemma 6.2 (i) will follow at once
from the lemma:
LEMMA 6.4. Q n (X x B) is closed inXx Bfor any compact set B s RJ.
Proof. By Corollary 6.3, we have only to show that (to, 0) is not in
the closure of such an intersection; there is nothing more to prove if
0 $ B, and so we suppose hereafter that 0 e B. Furthermore, since the
projections of B are compact, B is contained in the compact product
of its projections (from Tychonoff's theorem); so without loss we may
suppose that
^
£ = { / . f £ RJ> / ( < ) £
where each B{ is a compact neighbourhood of 0.
Let Jn = {i: i e J, n < some member of Bt}. Then P) Jn = 0 since
n

each Bt is compact, and so J = (J (J—Jn).

Hence, since J is un-

n

countable, not all of J—Jn are finite. Let N be selected such that
J—JN is infinite and let A £ J—JN be a subset of cardinal N. Define
a basic neighbourhood V of 0 in RJ by
V = {f:feRJ, - i </(a) < i aeA).
We assert that the neighbourhood XxV oi («,0) does not meet
Qn(XxB).
Suppose to the contrary that, for some (n,g),
(n,g)eQn(XxB)D(XxV).
n
Then g e F has value n except for at most n zeros; therefore, since
J—JN is infinite, g(i) = n for some i e J—JN. Since g e B, we have
g(i) e Bt and so, by the definition of JN, n < N. But this is impossible,
for g eV and so is zero on A which has cardinal N; yet g e Fn, and so
g has at most n zeros. This completes the proof of Corollary 6.3, and
so of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 5.1.
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J
COBOLLABY 6.5. The natural map XxsR
-*• RJXsXis
continuous, but not a homeomorphism.

31ft
bijective and

For RJxsX = RJxX since X is compact; thus the natural map
XxRJ -> RJXSX is a homeomorphism; however, by Lemma 6.2, the
natural map X X SRJ ->XxRJiB continuous but not a homeomorphism.
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